Two Part Rapid
setting Mitre
& Trim Adhesive

M

itre- Pro is an instant, strong and
permanent adhesive system.
Formulated specifically for use with Wood
and MDF & laminate it is particularly
useful in the fitted furniture, shop fitting &
picture framing trades & ideal for fixing
cornice, light rail, gallery rail, as well as
numerous other trims and components in
many other industries.
Mitre-Pro is so strong that only two to
three small drops of adhesive are needed
for each application, it sets in 10 seconds,
achieving an unusually thin glue line,
without the necessity of clamping allowing
the user to get on with the next job
immediately. Mitre-Pro also bonds metals,
plastics and rubber exceptionally well.
Subject to quantity, Mitre-Pro is available
in various packaging formats. You can
have the product boxed & completely
unlabeled so you can apply your own
brand label. Alternatively, we can apply
your labels for you. We can supply with
our Mitre-Pro label & overprint with your
details. We can supply Loose, Boxed, in
Blisterpacks or tubes. In fact, if you have
a particular packaging requirement we
would be happy to help.
With over three million units sold
worldwide,
Mitre-Pro is clearly the winner.
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SETS IN SECONDS, FULL
STRENGTH AFTER ONE HOUR.
ECONOMICAL, ONLY 2-3 DROPS
PER JOINT REQUIRED.
INVISABLE GLUE LINE.
CLEAN TIGHT JOINTS.
EXCELLENT STRENGTH.

Apply two small drops
of adhesive to one side

EXCELLENT TEMPERATURE
RESISTANCE +180*C -55*C
EXCELLENT CHEMICAL
RESISTANCE.
AEROSOL ACTIVATORS AVALIABLE
IN 200ml & 400ml SIZES.
ADHESIVE SUPPLIED IN 50g
BOTTLES
COMPONENTS AVAILABLE
SEPARATELY
CUSTOM PACKAGING & PRIVATE
LABEL AVAILABLE.

Spray the other side with the
aerosol activator

Push together and hold for
10 seconds for a permanent
strong bond

